
Abstract

This article underlines the importance of grass-roots civic society involvement in cinema exhibition in villages and towns in Sweden throughout the twentieth century. We investigate geographic patterns of cinema exhibition and ownership over time in a mixed rural cum (post)industrial region in the central part of Sweden known as Bergslagen. In a systematic comparison across temporal and geographic entities our analysis details the extent of civic society engagement in cinema. Our analysis suggests that civic societies contributed to the high number of cinemas in rural and small town Sweden as well as to the persistence of a surprisingly evenly distributed and decentralized pattern of cinema exhibition up until this day.
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Fresh empirical work on rural cinema, travelling exhibitors, exhibition in multipurpose venues, in non-commercial cinema circuits and in other formats than 35mm feature programs offers a historically grounded, rich variety of the conditions for cinemagoing in parts of Eurasia, North as well as South America, and Australia. Leif Furhammar’s standard overview of Swedish film history is an extraordinary pioneering study with many merits, yet by giving precedence to a metropolitan perspective while discussing film exhibition, chooses a rather narrow path for this section of its historical narrative. From the early 1930s, it explicates, three to four larger companies dominated the national cinema sector as measured in revenues and in number of screenings per week per cinema. The companies operated from the capital city of Stockholm and their cinema chains included cinemas in Sweden’s cities and larger towns. Besides the chains controlled by these major, vertically integrated film corporations, Furhammar doesn’t fail to mention more marginalised cinemas and chains of cinemas – owned by smaller companies as well as workers and temperance societies. However, in the overview, the chronological historical narrative is organised in a division of: 1) the economic conditions in Stockholm and...
2) the rest of the country. This is highly problematic since it is fair to assume that conditions of cinema exhibition vary according to interrelated socioeconomic, demographic, cultural in addition, geographic features of different localities in Sweden.

Challenging the marginalised status of cinema outside of Stockholm, ethnographic studies have confirmed the importance of cinema to everyday life in rural areas. Furthermore, case studies of exhibition in the counties of Västernorrland and Jämtland, both situated in the scarcely populated North of Sweden, reveal the existence of cinema even in very small and remote locations. From the start of travelling film exhibition in the late nineteenth century and to the present, community venues owned by grass roots, voluntary societies, in particular those tied to the workers movement and the temperance movement, have been used for the exhibition of film. A comprehensive historical documentation of cinema in the far Northern county of Västernorrland shows a varied structure of cinema ownership, and competition for access to community venues in which to run cinema operations. Privately owned touring companies hired space in the society-owned community venues, local societies with their own venue registered cinema companies; both private companies and voluntary societies could lead single operations, they could also be part of a commercial cinema chain or a society-driven distribution circuit. The significant presence of cinema outside of Stockholm and its reliance on society-owned community venues, traditional commercial operations and grass roots engagement, suggests a variation of the conditions of exhibition. It also suggests that the interests and actions of the ideology-driven, society-run cinema sector and in particular its largest proponent, the workers movement, is key to understanding Swedish cinema history in non-metropolitan localities.

In this study, we investigate geographic patterns of cinema exhibition and ownership over time in a mixed rural cum industrial region in the central part of Sweden known as Bergslagen. Thus, the study relies on a systematic comparison across temporal and geographic entities, across communities and territories, by including locations of different patterns of settlement and degrees of urbanisation. We examine relations between spatial features of localities (including population density and distance to other locations), ownership and size of cinemas, and changes of these parameters over a long time-period, from 1936 to 2016. The overall aim is to contribute to a nuanced understanding of the conditions and variations of historical cinema exhibition in what Furhammar in his Stockholm-centric perspective conflated into one entity, Stockholm’s
Other, the rest of the country. With a focus on cinema in the region of Bergslagen, we will answer the following research questions: Where were cinemas located in the region? What kind of company or organisation owned and managed the cinema operations? What was the size of the cinemas in terms of seating capacity? Are there co-variations between features attributed to location and features attributed to ownership, considering also seating capacity? Did changes occur over time?

Reflecting on procedures and problems of doing comparative work within the field of new cinema history, Daniel Biltereyst, Thunnis van Oort and Philippe Meers insist that when comparing geographical and/or temporal contexts, it is imperative to consider wider socio-economic and political traditions and processes in the analysis.8 Limiting the scope of comparative analysis to the film industrial context may pose a risk of failing to discover and consider important factors tied to the analysis of a specific historical context. To avoid this risk, our study includes integrated layers of contextual knowledge specific to Sweden and the Bergslagen region while performing the location analysis. Hence, the presentation of our research begins with a recollection of a sociocultural and political understanding of key historical processes with bearing on the cinemas in Bergslagen, followed by an analysis of categories of cinema in Sweden based on ownership and including key historical processes that have had decisive effect on the exhibition sector and its relations. This first part of the study draws largely from secondary sources. The second part of the study presents results from quantitative analysis of a data set of cinemas in Bergslagen. The data set, collated by the authors, includes information on ownership, seating capacity and geographic coordinates of the cinemas. Besides noting shifts in the mentioned properties of the cinemas over time, we map their location and consider demographic features of the region as well as distance between locations of different size. In a concluding discussion, we synthesise the results from the contextual and empirical analysis in a reflection on possible generative mechanisms that could explain variations and persistence of rural cinema. The ambition is not to provide an exhaustive explanatory historical narrative of the persistence, shifts and turns in the cinema exhibition in Sweden. It is rather to provide a detailed account of which cinemas (in terms of ownership) were where, while concentrating on a particular region in Sweden, and to relate some of the features of this data to the broader socio-economic, political and more specific film industrial changes happening in the period studied.
The region of Bergslagen – localities and population

The study is concentrated to four counties in central Sweden – of 21 possible – with 53 municipalities, out of 290 municipalities in total in the country. The four counties are Dalarna (also known as Dalecarlia), Värmland, Västmanland and Örebro. Together they cover an area of 60,000 square kilometres that largely overlaps with the old industrial region of Bergslagen. With roughly 1 million inhabitants, the population in Bergslagen adds up to approximately 10% of the total population in the country. In a European perspective, the population density is very low in Sweden as a whole, with an average of 20 inhabitants per square kilometre. The counties of Bergslagen offer a variation in population density from 53.5 inhabitants per square kilometre in Västmanland, 35.7 in Örebro, 16 in Värmland, to 10.2 in Dalarna.9

Regarding settlement structure, the four counties are in some ways representative of the country as a whole. In each county, as is usual for counties at large, the largest urban concentration is a medium-sized town with a concentration of more than 60,000 residents that is also the regional administrative centre. The county of Dalarna is here an exception because its two largest towns (Borlänge and Falun) are relatively small and similar in size, with around 40,000 residents in each town. In Värmland, the capital is Karlstad with 60,000 residents; in Västmanland it is Västerås with more than 120,000 residents and in the county of Örebro, the largest town is Örebro and has a population of around 115,000. The remaining urban settlements are predominantly small, with less than 5,000 inhabitants, whereas the number of urban settlements with more than 10,000 inhabitants range from five (in Värmland) to nine (in Dalarna) in 2015.10 The database assembled for the analysis shows 434 localities with one or more cinemas active in at least one point in time between the years 1936 and 2016. The localities vary in size; the smallest ones are locations with less than 200 inhabitants.

Bergslagen as an industrial region

Bergslagen is an old industrial region. For a long time this region has had by far the most important concentration of iron and steel production in Sweden. Beginning in the seventeenth century, the scale of the operations grew steadily, and the production sites developed into communities with strong social hierarchies and a patriarchal system of governance. Although the sites were dispersed throughout the region in socially contained communities, they were internationally connected. Produce was exported to continental Europe while entrepreneurs, capital, labour and knowledge was to some extent imported. When industrialisation eventually gained momentum in Sweden at large from the 1870s, the existing capacity in Bergslagen to
produce iron and steel as inputs for construction of engines, railways, and machinery was of great importance. Iron ore and steel production in the region became one of the cornerstones of the evolving export-oriented Swedish industry.

Nevertheless, the sector has been severely hit by recurrent rounds of restructuring. The first extensive wave of closures took place during the second half of the nineteenth century. A second round of structural change occurred in the 1920s due to an increase of international competition and a third period of restructuring started in the mid-1970s. Every round of restructuring has led to increased concentration and specialisation at the level of the plant, and considerable employment problems in many of the small municipalities.\footnote{The labour market in many of the small towns in Bergslagen has been dependant on one large employer and the municipalities are consequently vulnerable to changes within the dominant company. Mining and steel production has also created an image of men’s work in the mills and in the mines as defining identity of the region. In the heyday of the mining and steel industry, this image was associated with the prosperity of the region. The image of Bergslagen as based on a strong working class identity and masculine labour was shattered in the 1970s when the industrial crisis led to rapid deindustrialisation, high levels of unemployment and depopulation of towns in the region.\footnote{Up until today, many of the small municipalities in the region struggle with the effects of reduced employment in the manufacturing industry and relatively high levels of out-migration, especially of young adults.}}

The labour market in many of the small towns in Bergslagen has been dependant on one large employer and the municipalities are consequently vulnerable to changes within the dominant company. Mining and steel production has also created an image of men’s work in the mills and in the mines as defining identity of the region. In the heyday of the mining and steel industry, this image was associated with the prosperity of the region. The image of Bergslagen as based on a strong working class identity and masculine labour was shattered in the 1970s when the industrial crisis led to rapid deindustrialisation, high levels of unemployment and depopulation of towns in the region.\footnote{Over the centuries, the features of the Bergslagen region has shaped the socio-economic setting of the area, creating a specific set of social relations and institutions. This includes traditional gender contracts, strict social hierarchies, low levels of social mobility and of entrepreneurship, as well as low levels of education. The many industries created a well-organised labour movement in the region, and the Social Democratic party has had one of its strongholds in Bergslagen. Some scholars argue that the small industrial towns, such as the ones in Bergslagen, were prototypes of the development of a specific Swedish model, characterised by a high degree of consensus between social classes in society. This model is known as \textit{Folkhemmet} (The People’s Home).}\footnote{Societies, Folkets Hus and cinema bergslagen is particularly interesting for this study because it represents an overall rural area that offers a variation of settlement patterns, and at the same time, it is a condensed and intensified representation of Sweden’s industrial rural landscape. This is important for the study of historical}
cinema exhibition because, from a rural perspective, the workers’ movement has been influential in the film and exhibition sector in Sweden. Already at the beginning of the twentieth century, local societies across the country belonging to grassroots, civil societies opened their venues to travelling exhibitors. Venues built and managed by societies organised in the workers’ movement, the temperance movement and a smaller number of other kinds of voluntary societies, such as local youth associations and sports clubs, have together created a fine-grained infrastructure of spaces across the country for social gatherings and events, including regular public exhibition of film. Many societies came to open and run cinemas within their own association. Of these spaces, Folkets Hus, i.e. multipurpose venues built by societies tied to the workers’ movement, was by far the most common. A literal translation of Folkets Hus would be The People’s House. In the wake of industrial expansion around the turn of the century, Folkets Hus were built in cities, towns as well as in or in-between smaller communities. The initiative came from local labour unions. They formed societies for the sole purpose of raising funds for, building and maintaining a house in which to meet. Societies and organisations belonging to the temperance movement also ventured into film exhibition and came to dominate in some pockets of rural areas, yet on a national scale the cinemas run by the temperance movement were not as proliferate as those belonging to the workers’ movement were. Because Bergslagen is an old industrial area, we can expect a large presence of Folkets Hus cinemas in the region. Folkets Hus cinemas are presented in more detail below, under the heading ‘Society-driven cinemas’.

**Cinema exhibition: an overview of industrial conditions over time**

This brief account will highlight two historical ruptures. The first occurred in the late 1940s and early 1950s, following the recognition of the film industry’s high profitability and involved state interventions and the attempts of the major film companies to curb competition from associations organised in the civic sector, such as the Folkets Hus and temperance cinemas. The second occurred in the late 1950s and early 1960s as an effect of the introduction of television. The account also describes more gradual historical change beginning with the format of the film programme exhibited in the cinemas. In 1936, the time at which this study starts, the narrative feature was the main attraction in an entertainment package that comprised the international standard commercial cinema
exhibition format. This programme format would remain largely intact throughout the period under investigation, though the number of short films, such as commercials, animated comedy, newsreels and actualities, shown before and after the feature, varied over time. With the digitisation of cinema projection in the mid- to late ’00s, other formats involving live broadcasts of cultural and sport events were introduced and screened alongside the feature film programme.

Inhibiting profits, the government enforced a ban on raising the price of cinema tickets in 1942. The restriction lasted until 1948 when it became untenable due to a drastic raise of the tax on cinematic ticket sales. Film companies protested against the tax raise and a production strike started in the spring of 1951. The state responded by revising the tax; it was decided that 20% of the 25% tax would be reinvested in the industry, and go to the film producers. This system, which strengthened the vertically integrated companies but not the independent and society-driven cinemas, was in practice until the late 1950s. It was criticised by public opinion for encouraging the production of ‘cheap, crowd-pleasing, vapid and speculative’ films rather than artistically interesting ones.

Toward the end of the 1950s, there was a drastic decrease in cinema attendance; in only seven years, attendance dropped by half from close to 80 million in 1956 to 40 million in 1963. The single most important explanation to the decline is the advent of television, which started regular broadcasts in 1956 and spread to more or less all households within a ten-year period. The government responded to the crisis by coming to an agreement with representatives of the industry in restructuring the tax system and creating a new government body, Svenska Filminstitutet (The Swedish Film Institute). The institute had representatives from both the industry and government on its directory board, and it had as its main task to distribute financial support to the production of ‘valuable’ Swedish film. Instead of a general government tax on cinema ticket revenues, 10% of the gross ticket revenues from cinemas that offered more than five screenings per week went to the new foundation. Important to note is that the vast majority of the cinemas in rural areas did not pay the tax since they rarely exhibited film more than five times a week.

Beginning in 1982, the state provides some (limited) funding for the distribution and exhibition of ‘valuable’ film, administered through Svenska Filminstitutet. In the late 1980s, the state monopoly on television ended and instead of two (public service) channels, multiple satellite channels became available. Furthermore, by 1994, 70% of the households in Sweden had a VHS player connected to the television screen. Home theatres, portable personal computers and access to film on the Internet have since flourished, yet cinema attendance seems unaffected by the later technological changes. The negative trend
incinema attendance continued upuntil the 1990s. Attendance stabilised in the early 1990s with between 15 and 18 million visits per year.²⁹

As mentioned earlier, different kinds of companies and associations owned cinemas in Sweden. In our study, we have identified four categories of ownership. Cinemas could be owned by local grassroots, voluntary societies or (after 1940) by national cinema organisations under the auspices of either the workers’ or the temperance movements; they could be owned by a small firm; they could belong to large corporations with a vertically integrated company structure; and finally, we have a rest category of other cinemas. Below follows a presentation of the categories of ownership, with special attention to the society-driven cinemas and in particular Folkets Hus cinemas, which were not only in majority, they were idiosyncratic to Swedish cinema history and, largely due to their socio-political abode, their operative conditions of course changed over time.

**Society-driven cinemas**

As mentioned earlier, venues built by societies tied to the workers movement, the temperance movement and a smaller number of other kinds of grassroots organisations, such as local youth and sports clubs, formed an infrastructure of community venues across the country. Many societies opened cinemas within their own association. Of these, as mentioned earlier, Folkets Hus cinema was the most common. Folkets Hus is part of a tradition of oppositional social engagement that started with the revivalist religious movement in the early- to mid-nineteenth century, after which came the temperance movement and, towards the close of the same century, the workers’ movement. The three social movements have in common that they were largely composed of people from the working class.³⁰ Furthermore, they were a threat to parts of established society, not least for their democratic and socialist impulses in organising large parts of the population, which, up until universal suffrage in 1921, lacked political power. In early twentieth century Sweden, only a few religious denominations besides the Protestant Lutheran State Church were tolerated by law; temperance societies across the country strove to restrict the influence of alcohol and also lobbied for social reform such as women’s rights; and the societies tied to the workers’ movement shared the values and struggles of the labour unions. Many local societies in all three movements shared the problem of rejection from existing community venues. In order to support their activities, they built their own venues in which to meet.³¹ For the temperance and workers societies, organising activities such as dances and bazaars, offering a hall in the venue to travelling performers not least
film exhibitors, also to commercial cinemas on longer contracts or even starting a cinema of one’s own, were ways to finance the loans and the maintenance of the houses.\textsuperscript{32}

In scarcely populated rural areas, the first-generation of Folkets Hus built between 1900 and 1939 were modelled on the houses of the temperance movement, which in turn were inspired by the venues built by the religious revivalist movement. Typically, local members financed the building of Folkets Hus and they used local skills and material. A common layout of the venue would have a large rectangular hall for meetings and two smaller rooms. In one of the small rooms, there would be a kitchen since coffee was important for meetings in all of the three movements,\textsuperscript{33} and the other room was used for smaller meetings. If the house also had a second story this space would be reserved as living quarters for the caretaker of the house. There would be mobile benches or chairs. Sometimes a stage and a screen. In scarcely populated rural areas, the venues did not change much over the decades. In areas in which the industries and towns expanded in the early to mid-20th century, so did the venues.\textsuperscript{34}

In the expanding towns, the second-generation venues built in the 1940s to the 1960s were typically much larger, multifunctional buildings placed in a central location in the town. This was in part an effect of a tendency toward centralisation within the organisation of the workers movement. Furthermore, as the workers movement changed from being in opposition to becoming a close ally to the Social Democratic regime (that remained in government from the early 1930s to the mid-1970s), Folkets Hus became part of hegemonic culture and the established community.\textsuperscript{35} A legislation that the government passed in 1942 is clear evidence of the changed social status of Folkets Hus. The new law offered state funding and loans to community venues, including those run by the workers and the temperance movement, thus indirectly also supporting the society-driven cinemas. At this time, local municipalities could invest in building or reconstructing older Folkets Hus, changing the functions of the venue. The new Folkets Hus are often large, multifunctional buildings with purpose-specific spaces constructed for a variety of activities: cinema, theatre, meetings, dancing, restaurants and cafés, music, library and even for administrative and public functions tied to the municipality as well as for commercial banks and local shopkeepers.\textsuperscript{36}

Cinema in Folkets Hus could be a local affair owned and run by the Folkets Hus society; this was typically a society initiated by, yet separate from, the local union and created specifically to finance, build, maintain and manage the house with all its activities. Already in the early 1930s, a group of Folkets Hus societies joined forces and created a distribution circuit. Soon thereafter a national organisation of Folkets Hus was established, \textit{Folkets Husföreningarnas Centralorganisation}. It was renamed \textit{Folkets Hus
Riksorganisation (FHR) a few years later. FHR actively reached out to local societies with advice, technological and other expertise concerning cinema exhibition, and encouraged the cinemas – Folkets Hus as well as temperance and other society-driven cinemas – to join their distribution chains. A new company with ties to the workers’ movement, Sveriges Folkbiografer, started acquiring cinemas with the purpose of building a national cinema chain. Sveriges Folkbiografer soon merged with FHR. Besides Folkets Hus societies, a number of temperance societies also joined the national and regional distribution chains run by the workers’ movement. This happened despite the fact that the temperance movement at around the same time founded a national organisation of their own to support cinema exhibition. Furthermore, in the 1940s, a number of organisations of the workers’ movement invested in the film production companies Filmo and Nordisk Tonefilm, thus creating an integrated corporate structure with control over feature film production, distribution and exhibition.37

As the workers movement grew and gained political momentum, so did the number of cinemas owned by local societies as well as cinema chains and distribution circuits that operated under the aegis of the movement. The mobilisation of cinemabyn the workers’ movement in the 1940s was a meansto expand its (ideological) power.38 The fervent activity within the workers movement of organising support for and securing film, competence and proper material facilities for cinema exhibition was also a reaction to increased pressure from the commercial cinema sector. The trade organisation of cinema owners, Svenska Biografägareförbundet (SBF), controlled by the major, vertically integrated film companies, set out to curb competition from the non-commercial, society-driven cinema sector in the late 1930s and early 1940s. The SBF decided in 1938 to prohibit the copy of Swedish feature film (including narrative short film) from 35mm to 16mm film. Furthermore, the industry representatives agreed to regulate the copy of foreign feature film to 16mm film. According to the new regulations, only foreign films that had been on the 35mm rental market five years or more were allowed to be copied to 16mm for national distribution. Making matters worse for society-run cinemas, SBF signed an agreement in 1941 with the organisations for film producers and distributors to regulate the opening of new cinemas. SBF’s approval was required to open a new cinema or else the cinema would risk not having access to Swedish film, which was difficult since Swedish-language film was very popular with the audiences. In 1942, SBF introduced more restrictions on film distribution, by stopping all rental of 35mm film that was less than two years old and
by demanding that all cinemas respected the agreed market price for tickets, regardless of where the cinema was located, who owned it or the number of screenings it offered per week.\textsuperscript{39} If the major film companies thwarted the non-commercial, society-driven cinemas’ attempts to expand and thrive in the early 1940s, as mentioned earlier, the Social Democratic government indirectly endowed the society-driven cinemas by offering funding opportunities for refashioning and enhancing the venues.\textsuperscript{40}

Despite the above mentioned hardships cinema going peaked in Sweden in 1956 with an annual attendance of 10,7 visits per capita. With the advent of television, came a rapid decline in attendance.\textsuperscript{41} Yet the national, non-commercial organisations involved in cinema exhibition remained passive. The production companies owned by the workers’ movement failed to produce films that were successful at the box office, and were eventually sold. In the year 1970, FHR finally takes action with the initiative to offer ‘quality films’ on a regular basis and to a low price.\textsuperscript{42} Again, there was a period of non-action while the major companies in the commercial exhibition sector sold their single screen cinemas and opened multiplex cinemas in cities and regional urban centres. FHR became FHP, \textit{Folkets Hus och Parker}, after FHR merged with the national organisation for the workers’ recreational parks in the year 2000. The new organisation acquired cinemas in key cities in Sweden, Malmö, Gothenburg, Helsingborg and Stockholm. Furthermore, FHR was quick to recommend Folkets Hus cinemas to take the opportunity to install digital film projectors in their venues when the state offered financial support to do this, a few years later.

\textbf{Independent cinemas}

The second category is composed of cinemas owned by a private person or a smaller firm. This kind of ownership could involve a single cinema or a chain of cinemas. The latter type of cinema would include travelling companies that travelled on a rotating schedule to a number of small locations. In the course of this study, we have come across a few companies – that were not vertically integrated corporate structures – yet owned and ran stand-alone purpose-built cinemas in towns and sometimes owned more than one cinema. A fair share of private entrepreneurs, however, owned a cinema company that hired space for exhibition in a multipurpose community venue, in turn owned by a local association. We know this from the listings of cinemas in the records of \textit{Filmägarnas Kontrollförening}, which were presented in order of location and revealed the name of the cinema venues as well as of the cinema owners (see under the heading ‘Data and methods’).
Major company cinemas

There is a long tradition of vertically integrated film company organisation in Sweden; in December 1919, the two competing film corporations AB Svenska Biografteatern and AB Skandia merged to create Svensk Filmindustri AB (SF). The corporation controlled three film studios, an organisation for distribution that included companies for film import and rental, as well as a chain of 90 cinemas. By the time of 1936, when our study begins, two other companies, AB Europa Film and Sandrew, joined forces to create a second, vertical organisation for film production, distribution and exhibition in Sweden. AB Europa Film and Sandrew continued to expand through merging with or acquiring other companies in the industry and by the end of the decade, they were each vertically integrated corporations. The three companies, Svensk Filmindustri, Europa Film and Sandrew, formed the economic backbone of the Swedish film industry throughout most of the twentieth century. In 1984, Svensk Filmindustri acquired Europa Film. In 2004, Sandrew sold the corporation’s cinemas and in 2011, they closed down their office for distribution for theatrical exhibition. A decade later, SF Bio, affiliated to Svensk Filmindustri, dominated the Swedish cinema exhibition sector, being in control of roughly 80% of the market.

The cinemas controlled by the major companies operated exclusively in cities and larger towns. In general, these cinemas offered 14 or more screenings per week. In 1969, Sandrew investigated the possibility of reconstructing larger stand-alone cinemas by splitting them up into two or more smaller screening rooms. Sandrew opened the first multiplex with three screening rooms in 1970 in Stockholm and within a decade had 24 multiplexes and 6 single cinemas in 22 cities and towns. In the early 1980s, Svensk Filmindustri caught on and invested in larger multiplex cinemas, closing many of their single screen venues.

Other cinemas

The fourth category of cinema ownership include military cinemas that exhibited film at the garrisons during the time when the country was in a state of military mobilisation during and following World War II. Screenings at the garrison cinemas were public yet we do not known whether the cinemas indeed attracted an audience beyond military personnel. Cinemas owned and run by municipalities are also included in this category. Specific to municipality-driven cinemas is the commercial constraint on their operations – municipal cinemas may not compete with commercial cinemas.
Data and methods

Data sources and the long-historical approach

The empirical data covers a, for film history, exceptionally long period, from 1936 to 2016, i.e. 80 years. The study builds on data of active cinemas in Bergslagen for the years 1936, 1946, 1956, 1966, 1978, 1986, 1996, 2006 and 2016, produced by Filmägarnas kontrollförening (FKF) (also known as Filmägarnas kontrollbyrå). Cinema lists for the earlier decades of the twentieth century are only available at random years. Using approximate ten-year intervals, starting with 1936, provided regularity in the chronology of the study. Please note that the regularity is not exact; there are no records of cinemas active in 1976 but data was available for 1978. There are also variations in the data as to whether the data refers to the beginning or the end of the year recorded. The long period covered by the study offers the opportunity to follow patterns of cinema exhibition through a series of politico-economic structural changes as well as through changes more closely tied to the conditions that frame and define the practice of cinema going.

The empirical data in the cinema lists, including name of cinema, location, seating capacity and category of ownership, on which the analysis is based, is packaged and published in different ways for different years, yet all the data comes from the same original source, FKF. The organisation represents the interests of film producers and distributors in Sweden, and since 1932, the bureau keeps records of cinemas in Sweden that offer public screenings for calculating revenues from film rentals. FKF bases its calculations on ticket price and ticket sales, in relation to the seating capacity of the cinema. Data for the years 1936, 1946-1947 and 1956, have been published by SBF. The Swedish Film Institute library has in its archive a manual card catalogue originally used by the bureau. The cards offer a manual system of pencil recordings of the information required about active cinemas for the years 1934 to 1971. We retrieved from it information of Bergslagen’s operative cinemas in 1966; there are no ready-made listings of cinemas of the 1960s. Finally, FKF gave us access to the bureau’s archive of printed computer listings starting from the year 1978. We retrieved printed data lists for 1978, 1986 and 1996. For 2006 and 2016, FKF sent us records data in digital form.

Information on population size in the localities in the Bergslagen region was retrieved from the 1950 population census (Folkräkningen 1950), and from Statistics Sweden for population figures for 2015. Though it is likely the population size of the localities varied in the years covered by the study, we have kept the 1950 population size throughout the whole period. The reason is that, although
population figures change, the vast majority of the localities remain within the same size group over time. The maps in figure 4 and the calculation of nearest neighbour distances between localities with at least one cinema (see below and figure 5) is mainly based on spatial coordinates provided by Statistics Sweden. For a small number of localities (approx. 20 localities) we used an interactive on-line map (Hitta.se) to gather coordinates. As mentioned earlier, we identified in total 434 localities with at least one cinema in at least one point in time. In this article, we use the term locality (in Swedish, tätort) as synonymous to a settlement or a population agglomeration.

Methods
Maps and descriptive statistics are used to present the spatial distribution of cinemas, and cinema seats, in the region by ownership categories, and locality size. A specific measure of the spatial configuration of cinemas is also used. The Nearest Neighbour-Index (NNI) measures the spatial arrangement of locations (i.e. localities with at least one cinema) on a scale from 'highly clustered' to 'highly dispersed'.\(^49\) The index is a comparison of the observed spatial pattern of locations (the average of nearest neighbour in kilometres) and a theoretical random distribution (the density of localities per km\(^2\)), using the following formula:

\[
\text{NNI} = \frac{D}{0.5 \sqrt{\frac{a}{n}}}
\]

In the formula, \(D\)=average distance to nearest neighbour in km, \(a\)=area of the region in km\(^2\) and \(n\)=number of localities.

The value of NNI ranges from a theoretical zero to a maximal value of 2.15 when the pattern of localities spread evenly in a regular pattern. Values close to 1 represent a more random pattern. The purpose of using NNI is to make it easier to judge the spatial configuration, or spatial arrangement, of localities irrespective of the general decrease of cinemas over time. Thus, we will be able to see if the distribution of cinemas in space remains even though the number of cinemas decreases over time.

Cinema location in the Bergslagen region

The first ten-year period in the dataset, from 1936 to 1946, show a remarkable increase in both cinemas and cinema seats in the region. In relative terms, the number of cinemas and seats increased
by 47% and 42% respectively. Both the number of cinemas and cinema seats had its peak in 1946 and 1956. Ten years later, in 1966, the first real drop in cinema exhibition occurred, reducing the number of cinemas by 31% and the number of seats by 28%. The decrease continues after that more steadily until 2016. By this time, more than 75% of the cinemas and 83% of the seats have disappeared since 1956. The cinema venues have also become smaller over time. The average number of seats per cinema decreases after 1978. Figure 1 thus depicts the story of the rise and decline of cinema, during the latter half of the 20th and the early twenty-first century. The pattern revealed in figure 1 is overall similar to the changes in the country as a whole. It is interesting to note that the reduction in cinemas and cinema seats does not coincide with the industrial decline in the Bergslagen region. The decrease in number of cinemas obviously precedes the loss of employment opportunities, which started in the mid-1970s. In fact, manufacturing employment (in absolute numbers) was at its highest level in the country, as well as in the Bergslagen region, around 1965 to 1970. Rather, the decline neatly coincides with the advent of television, though it would be crude to conclude that television and hometheatreexhibitionalternativesalonesufficestoexplaincinemascontinuedrecessionthroughout

Figure 1. Total number of cinemas, cinema seats (right hand scale) and average seat per cinema 1936-2016 in the four selected counties (Värmland, Örebro, Västmanland, Dalarna). Source: Filmägarnas kontrollförening.
Figure 2 shows the relative share of cinema seats in localities of different population sizes, from 1936 to 2016. During this period, cinema seats are redistributed in favour of the larger localities and towns. Localities with more than 10,000 inhabitants increase their share from 18 to 31% over the period, whereas the smallest settlements (less than 1,000 inhabitants) share of total seats decreases from almost 46% in 1946, to 8% in 2016. The smallest localities have lost the majority of their seats to localities with between 1,000 and 10,000 inhabitants. In 2016, more than 60% of all seats are in localities of this size.

In Table 1, we introduce the four different ownership categories in the analysis. Over time, a few striking shifts can be noted. In the mid-1930s, independent cinema-owners dominated, both in terms of number of cinemas and cinema seats, but they have since lost ground. Cinemas owned by societies, on the other hand, show a steady increase. Societies owned every third cinema in the region in 1936. Thirty years later, they controlled roughly two thirds of all cinemas. As related earlier in the article, society-driven and in particular Folkets Hus cinemas, acknowledged the economic and political benefits of cinema operations in the early 1940s, and organised national organisations to actively encourage and support cinema within the movements. Cinema had become an integrated part of Folkets Hus in localities of any size. After 1966, the number of society-driven cinemas have decreased, yet the category still upholds 36% of cinemas in 2016. Major cinema chains started out on a small scale in the 1930s, and have only recently taken the lead.
quantitatively speaking, controlling more than 38% of the cinemas in 2016. Military, and later on municipality-owned cinemas (in the owner category Other) have always been a small residual, but throughout the period their share has increased, reaching 5.4% of cinemas and 5% of the total number of cinema seats in 2016.

We may also note that the society-controlled cinemas are comparatively large venues, in particular compared to the major chains in the latter part of the period. For instance, in 2016, society-owned cinemas on average had 49% of the cinema seats, whereas the corresponding figure for major cinema owners was 23%. This is an effect of the second-generation uplift of the Folkets Hus venues in the 1950s and 1960s, mentioned above.

Figure 3 clearly indicates a relationship between ownership category and settlement size groups. In the first decade recorded here, independent cinema owners show a strong presence in all size groups, to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Societies</th>
<th>Independent</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cinemas</td>
<td>Seats</td>
<td>Cinemas</td>
<td>Seats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>36.0</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Ownership categories and their share of cinemas and cinema seats in the region 1956-2016. Source: Filmaägarnas kontrollförening.*
fade as the decades proceed. Majors have a strong connection to the larger towns, and in particular to the regional centres of Karlstad, Örebro, Västerås and Falun. Today they dominate in the larger agglomerations. From the 1940s and 1950s and onwards, civil society-driven cinemas have come to dominate in all categories of localities, except in towns with more than 10,000 inhabitants.

Displayed in the maps in figure 4, showing the number of cinemas by owner category in 1956 and 2016, is an illustration of the massive reduction of the number of cinemas during this frame of time. To some degree, the location pattern follows the distribution of the population, with a concentration to the south of the region where the main cities are located. A reduction of cinemas situated near the larger cities is obvious. We can also note that the number of localities with independent cinemas is reduced, and the civil societies dominate cinema ownership in the smaller localities in 2016. Looking at the map of 1956, we find a very fine-grained distribution of localities with one cinema or more. It is also easy to recognise the importance of the society-driven cinemas to
this highly scattered pattern. The map of 2016 represents a much more diluted pattern of cinemas. Comparing the two maps, the first impression is that a concentration process has taken place, shifting the centre of gravity to the larger cities in the south. The question arises whether this means that the spatial distribution also became more clustered. To be able to answer this question we need to turn to the Nearest Neighbour Index (NNI). As mentioned earlier, the purpose of using NNI is to make a better judgement of changes in the spatial configuration of localities with cinemas, independent of the overall decrease in the number of cinemas.

Figure 5 displays the number of localities with a cinema for every decade in the period of the study. Three related measures are calculated: 1) the number of cinemas per square kilometre (blue staple), 2) the average distance between each locality with a cinema and its closest neighbour (orange staple), and finally 3) the Nearest Neighbour Index for each year (line, right hand scale). The number of cinemas increase from 1936 up until 1956, and then falls steadily until 2016. This change is an inverse mirror of the measure ‘distance to the closest neighbour’, leading to a slight drop between 1956 and 1956, and a weak yet steady increase thereafter.
Since the NNI expresses the ratio between these two measures, the outcome is dependent on how much each measure changes over time.

As mentioned earlier, the NNI varies between a theoretical zero, and up to 2.15. Values close to zero indicate a clustered location pattern, and values well above 1 indicate a spatially more evenly, or regularly, distributed pattern. Values close to 1 represent a more randomly distributed pattern. From figure 5 we may thus conclude that, measured in this way, the location pattern of cinemas does not become more clustered over time. The NNI does drop to 0.8 in 1946, but thereafter it oscillates around 1.1 the following years. Between 1986 and 2016, there is actually a slight increase in the index. If we disregard the modest increase in the NNI between 1986 and 2016, it is reasonable to conclude that the location pattern of cinemas in the studied region does not show signs of clustering over time. Looking back at the maps in figure 4, we may also conclude that the scattered pattern of cinemas is to a large degree related to society-ownership of cinemas.

There is, however, one problem with the Nearest Neighbour Index that we have not been able to deal with in the calculations; in the smaller localities there is normally only one cinema, whereas in the larger cities we often find more than one cinema. This means that the inhabitants in the larger agglomerations have a choice of several screens to choose between. In Table 2, we present an attempt to
address this problem, at least partially. Here, the accessibility of cinemas and cinema seats is measured in relation to the number of inhabitants (in 2015) per cinema and cinema seats in localities with a cinema, for three of the four ownership categories. The table builds on the assumption that there is only one type of ownership category in each locality. This is a reduction of reality; our research does show a small degree of variation in ownership in the larger cities (municipality-run cinemas in Karlstad and Örebro, a society-driven cinema in Västerås, see the map for 2016 in figure 4). In Table 2, these cinemas are excluded from the analysis. Another problem is the short distances between some of the localities. In other words, the calculation does not take into consideration actual market areas for each individual cinema.

Acknowledging these shortcomings, the calculations in Table 2 nevertheless indicate that the population basis for both the society-driven and independent cinemas is lower than for the major chains. The companies running the major chains concentrate their cinemas in towns with larger populations which fits their commercial goals and operations better. The difference is even more pronounced when it comes to the number of cinema seats. To a degree, the latter is explained by the smaller size of venues in the larger cities dominated by major companies with multiplex cinemas versus the larger theatres in smaller localities dominated by multi-purpose venues driven by societies or independent cinema companies.

Summing up the empirical investigation, we can conclude that the number of cinemas in the region has dropped immensely from the mid-1950s and until today. Consequently, the cinema landscape is clearly less dense than it was in the 1940s and 1950s. Yet, the spatial distribution of cinemas has continued to be fairly scattered. We have also been able to show that the main agent behind this scattered pattern, both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owner category</th>
<th>No of cinemas</th>
<th>No of seats</th>
<th>Population 2015 in localities with cinema</th>
<th>Inh. per cinema</th>
<th>Inh. per seat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Society</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8 881</td>
<td>295 971</td>
<td>7 399</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independents</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4 024</td>
<td>142 585</td>
<td>6 199</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4 201</td>
<td>405 684</td>
<td>9 659</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2. Inhabitants per cinema and per cinema seat 2015/16 by owner category. Source: Filmägarnas kontrollförening and Statistics Sweden.*
historically and moving toward the present day, is the grassroots, voluntary societies that have persisted in keeping cinemas in operation in the region of Bergslagen.

**Concluding discussion**

This study has as an underlying premise the unbalanced privileging of metropolitan cinemas in standard accounts that survey cinema history. A small number of vertically integrated major film companies controlled the city cinema market, which included the most profitable cinemas. These cinemas figure also in this research. However, by featuring cinema exhibition in the rural and (post) industrial region of Bergslagen in Sweden rather than Stockholm, a city or larger town, our study brings to the fore and provides a detailed account of the existence of cinemas owned and run by other kinds of companies, organisations and associations. It reveals that the majority of cinemas and cinema seats in the region are in fact, owned and run by these *Other* companies, organisations and associations. Thus, through implicit comparison, our study ties in with ongoing historical research about cinema culture and exhibition that has disclosed varying conditions for cinema going, not least in rural communities and in times of urbanisation. Judith Thissen makes this point by calling attention to, ‘the diversity of dispositifs’ in which audiences encountered cinema in villages, hamlets and in small towns in the Netherlands, Germany and France in the 1920s to the 1960s.\(^52\) In the multifunctional venues of general public buildings and hotels, audiences experienced cinema alongside community-centred and commercial activities. A public bath and a fire brigade were tenants in the public building in the town Saint-Laurent-du-Medoc and it also housed ‘balls, parties and dances, performances by (amateur) theatre groups, singing clubs and local bands, gymnastics, lectures and political meetings.’ Cinema existed alongside not-for-profit, family-oriented events ‘with firm roots in the social and cultural life of the community as well as in grass-roots voluntary organisations.’\(^53\)

In this contribution to a more nuanced understanding of the conditions and variations of historical cinema exhibition in Sweden, the study relies on a series of comparisons across temporal and geographic entities. We have examined relations between spatial features of localities (including population density and distance to other locations), ownership and size of cinemas, and changes of these parameters over a period of 80 years. The results underline the importance of grass roots, voluntary society involvement in cinema exhibition in multipurpose venues in villages and towns of varying size, throughout the twentieth century. Our analysis suggests that the widespread associational culture in Sweden that evolved in tandem
with as well as in response to processes of modernity, its early dependency on multipurpose venues, contributed to the country’s multitudinous cinemas. Beginning in the early 1940s, government benefaction of community venues and the rise of national organisations that encouraged and in different ways motivated grass roots, society cinemas, led to a decrease in independent company ownership of cinema. For locations outside of metropolitan areas, this process of mobilising local society involvement in cinema fostered a majority culture of not-for-profit cinema exhibition that was dependent on associational culture. This could explain the persistence of cinemas in rural areas and small towns even in the age of the multiplex when the option of going to a village cinema all but disappeared in other European countries. We can conclude that the structure and tradition of multipurpose community venues sustained by local community involvement – albeit since the 1960s aided by the exemption of state tax for cinemas that had five or less screenings a week – has contributed to the persistence of a surprisingly evenly distributed and decentralised geographic pattern of cinema exhibition up until this day. The results are supported by a recent report from The Swedish Agency for Cultural Policy Analysis investigating the accessibility of cinemas in Sweden, based on distance. The report states that in 2016, 90 percent of the adult population had less than a 15-minute car ride to a cinema, from their home, while close to half of the adult population lived within 3 kilometres of a cinema. These are astonishing figures considering the country’s low population density.

Looking ahead, there is reason for concern. As political scientist Erik Amnå notes, civil society relies on voluntary social work and Scandinavian civil society has been unique due to its large number of members that have also been volunteers. However, in the past few decades in Sweden, while volunteers have increased in numbers, membership in societies has decreased. This has the effect that ‘more volunteers are detached from inner associational democratic life.’ Amnå describes the process thus: ‘Voluntary social activities on [sic] the Scandinavian model of self-organised, member-based, non-professional associations of non-paid volunteers have left room for the service-oriented, outcome-oriented organisations with hired professionals.’ In the year 2000, FHR merged with its sister organisation, Folkparkernas Centralorganisation, which served the amusement parks owned by the workers’ movement. In 2019, the new National Association Folkets Hus and Parker (FHP) has 500 member organisations, among which are 140 Folkets Hus cinemas. They benefit from the services offered by the two companies owned by FHP, Folkparkernas Programbolag, involved in the distribution of digital meetings, events and artists, and Framtidens mötesplatser, engaged in cinema development. The temperance movement has also strengthened its central, ‘mother’ organisation
and has expanded its scope of (largely cultural and educational) services. In 2019, Våra Gårdar includes 600 community venues and around 50 cinemas. The question is if this, in Scandinavian terms relatively new, kind of paid, service-oriented model for society-driven cinema and other cultural events, is sustainable.

The question is pertinent considering the total restructuring of the relations between state and film industry in Sweden that the government recently implemented. As of January 1, 2017, the state is sole financer of the Swedish Film Institute. Its mission, as defined in the Film Bill and in the annual document of grant appropriations from the Ministry of Culture is, ‘to support the production of new films, the distribution and screening of valuable films, to preserve and promote Sweden’s film heritage and to represent Swedish film at an international level.’ To secure financing for this, the state (again) enforced a 25% tax on cinematic ticket revenues, including also the smaller cinemas that offer less than six screenings per week, which have (since 1963) been exempted from this kind of state tax. Obviously, this is a hard blow on small cinemas, especially in rural locations with a small population.

The longitudinal comparisons of changes in relations between spatial features of localities, ownership and size of cinemas in the Bergslagen region has underlined the importance of local societies, and in particular the workers’ movements, to the persistent existence and scattered patterns of cinema outside of metropolitan areas. In order to understand the economics and culture of cinema in nonmetropolitan areas of Sweden, which has not been properly addressed in this article, further research involving film programming strategies as well as the ethnographic study of audiences would be necessary.
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